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Congestion control for IP multicast on the Internet has been one of the main issues 
that challenge a rapid deployment of IP multicast. People have proposed various kinds 
of schemes, among which the optimization-based rate control schemes for multi-rate 
multicast is our main concern in this thesis. In such schemes, an optimization problem 
is formulated with the object being maximizing the aggregate utilities of receivers 
under network link capacity constraints. However, in the solution approach proposed 
for this problem, network nodes are assumed to be capable of measuring flow rates in 
links, computing and exchanging information, none of which actually exists in current 
Internet. However, in overlay multicast, all these tasks can be performed at 
participating end hosts with change needed in the underlying network infrastructure. 
In this thesis we tackle the problem of rate control in overlay multicast, which poses 
some new challenges compared to IP multicast. First, some end hosts relay traffic for 
their child hosts in the tree, so the traffic rate at a host cannot exceed its father's rate. 
This poses a special constraint to the optimization problem. Second, rate control is 
achieved through layered multicast in previous work, in which data is encoded into 
multiple layers and receivers choose from a discrete set of rates by receiving a subset 
of these layers. In overlay multicast, end hosts can be provisioned with various kinds 
of end-to-end rate adaptation techniques, so receivers can choose from a continuous 
range of rate values. 
Based on previous work, we propose two distributed algorithms (primal-based and 
dual-based) to solve the above problem in overlay multicast. They both prove to 
converge to the optimal solution through iterative steps. For practical implementation, 
i 
we design protocols for end hosts to control overlay multicast rates. Through 
simulations, we show the convergence properties of the algorithms in distributed 
network environment measure some overhead during implementation and show their 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Why use economic models? 
With the advances in computing and networking technology, thousands of computers 
can be interconnected to provide a large collection of computing and communication 
resources. Meanwhile, a growing number of users are using such systems to obtain 
various kinds of services. Due to the heterogeneity in applications and users, the 
distributed computer systems reveal the complexity in the organization and 
management of the resources and services they provide. 
This massive complexity makes traditional approaches to resource allocation 
impractical in modem distributed systems. Most resource sharing algorithms proposed 
are characterized by at least one of the two common features: centralization and 
consensus. Such algorithms attempt to allocate resources that optimize some 
system-wide performance metric (e.g. minimize average delay; maximize total 
throughput [1], etc). Seeing the complexity described above, it's difficult to define a 
single system-wide performance metric, and what's more, improving global system 
performance is often in conflict with individual user's satisfaction. Centralized or 
consensus based algorithms are usually impractical in a dynamic system owned by 
multiple organizations. Thus people were led to rethink the problem from another 
point of view --- try to find similarities between computer systems and economics. 
Microeconomics provides a set of tools for the study of resource sharing algorithms 
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[2][3][4]. Particularly, the introduction of utility makes multi-objective optimization 
possible. So we need not bother with the problem of finding a single system-wide 
objective. 
In the economic model we use in our work, consumers are the users of the 
applications. The system is the primary supplier and controls resources like 
communication links shared by all consumers. Supplier controls access to its 
resources via prices, and consumers buy resources from the supplier to satisfy their 
service requirements. Prices are adjusted by the supplier based on the demand of all 
consumers. Through the interaction between consumer and supplier, a global 
equilibrium can be reached. 
1.2 Why Overlay? 
Many present day real-time applications, like teleconferencing and audio/video 
streaming, require communication within a group, with multicast an often requirement. 
Optimal rate control for resource allocation in IP network has been studied by many 
people [5, 6, 7，8]. A most common formulation is to maximize the aggregated utilities 
of all users, subject to multiple constraints. Utility maximization is a more general 
formulation because resource allocation with the fairness property is utility 
maximizing when the utility has a special form. Utility is a concept borrowed from 
economics, which could be a measure of say, the perceived quality of audio/video, the 
user satisfaction, and the amount paid by the receiver. 
The work of optimal rate control in IP multicast [5, 6] mainly deals with multi-rate 
multicast system architecture. In conventional multicast, all users in the same 
multicast group receive service at the same rate. However, due to the varying 
characteristic among different users, multi-rate multicast is proposed to allow users to 
receive service at different rates. In this way, receiver is allowed to receive data at a 
rate that is commensurate with its requirements and capabilities, and also with the 
capacity of the path leading to it from the source. 
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In IP multicast, multi-rate transmission can be attained by hierarchically encoding real 
time signals. In this approach, a signal is encoded into a number of layers that can be 
incrementally combined to provide progressive refinement [9]. Every layer is 
transmitted as a separate multicast group and receivers adapt to congestion by joining 
and leaving these groups. Refer to [9] and [10] for internet protocols for adding and 
dropping layers. 
In recent years, overlay multicast has attracted lots of attention [14，15, 16, 17, 18]. 
We choose to do rate control on it since Overlay Multicast has the potential to address 
most problems associated with IP Multicast. 
1. IP multicast has seen slow commercial deployment by ISPs and carriers. This 
is caused mainly by its deficiency in infrastructure support [19]. But in 
overlay multicast, since all packets are transmitted as unicast packets and no 
support for multicast is needed in underlying network, deployment can be 
accelerated. 
2. In IP multi-rate multicast, the receiver selects proper layers to achieve its 
desired service. Thus it can only select from a bounded discrete rate set. In the 
previous work, when the resultant computed rate is not in the set, it has to be 
rounded to the nearest set element. In overlay case, rate allocation is achieved 
by the coordination of end hosts. Data relay happens on end hosts, on which 
various functionalities can be co-located. Due to the flexibility of end host, all 
end-to-end stream adaptation techniques (frame dropping, transcoding, etc.) 
can be applied. Therefore, the receiver can select its rate from a continuous 
range, which is more precise than the discrete case of IP layer. 
1.3 Our Contribution 
The optimization-based rate control in IP unicast and multicast has a number of 
approaches. We select two most popular algorithms of them, named primal-based and 
dual-based, as the basis of our work. They are both scalable, distributed and proved 
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to converge to the optimal point where the objective function is satisfied in previous 
work. We apply these two algorithms into our work and show their viability in 
overlay multicast environment. 
From the literature, the problem in network-layer (either unicast or multicast) is 
formulated as a non-linear optimization problem [20]. The objective is to maximize 
the aggregated users' utilities. One constraint arises from the fact that the traffic 
offered to a network cannot exceed the capacity limits the network can carry. Another 
constraint concerns the user side. Each user has an acceptable range of received rate 
and the resulting rate cannot surpass such a domain. 
Aside from the basic framework described above, the problem in overlay multicast 
has some specific characteristics to consider. So although using similar algorithms, 
we are still facing challenges to implement such a scheme on overlay multicast. And 
the challenges make this problem a totally different one which cannot be solved by 
any current solution. Below we address the challenges and propose our strategies. 
One challenge is that current solutions in IP multicast all assume that network link can 
measure its available bandwidth, adjust link price according to the congestion level, 
and then transmit updated price to users. Therefore, those routers attached to the links 
need corresponding modifications to implement all these functions. In this way, 
current solutions cannot be applied to network without causing changes to network 
infrastructure. That is why the idea of using overlay multicast comes. Overlay 
network is organized and operated totally by end hosts and doesn't need change 
anything to existing infrastructure. Any functions once assigned to links are now 
migrated into end hosts. This is what we do一to propose an end-host-based solution, 
and design protocols to implement it. Different from previous solution, our solution 
can be easily applied onto overlay multicast with high flexibility. 
Another challenge is an additional constraint brought by overlay multicast's own 
characteristic. In overlay multicast, some end host acts as both a receiver and a sender. 
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These hosts help others in relaying their traffic. Intuitively, a host cannot send data at 
a rate higher than the one it received, so this adds a data rate constraint in the original 
optimization problem formulation. Correspondingly, we propose two distributed 
algorithms and design protocols to apply on overlay multicast. In the algorithms, the 
hosts who gain help from other hosts share some link costs with their helpers or pay 
the helpers directly. Such actions arise from the data rate constraint in problem 
formulation. We prove that the rate control process converges to the optimal point, at 
which the aggregate utility of all receivers is maximized. We will cover the algorithm 
details in later part. 
After considering all difference between overlay multicast and IP multicast, we 
propose new protocols to realize optimal rate allocation in overlay multicast. These 
protocols need not change the network infrastructure and can be flexibly deployed at 
participating end hosts. Also we evaluate the two protocols in simulations, thus people 
can select one of them after investigating the performance factors they concern in 
application. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. 
In Chap 2 we discuss the related work on overlay multicast, IP multicast congestion 
control schemes and optimization-based rate control in IP unicast and multicast. 
Chap 3 introduces the problem of rate control for optimal resource allocation in 
overlay multicast. We present our problem formally as an optimization problem. Also 
we state the algorithm requirements and present a primal-based algorithm and a 
dual-based algorithm for it. Afterwards we give the convergence analysis for these 
two iterative algorithms. 
Chap 4 describes how the algorithms can be implemented in a real overlay network. 
We design the protocols and demonstrate their convergence through simulations in 
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asynchronous network environment. Simulation results show that our proposed 
scheme is scalable, flexible and easy to implement without bringing much overhead 
into current network infrastructure. 
Chap 5 gives a summary of my thesis. 
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In this chapter, first we briefly introduce overlay multicast which is the basic 
framework of our work. Then we survey various schemes proposed in the literature in 
the last decade in the area of congestion control especially for multicast video 
applications. Schemes presented in this part are mainly for single-source multicast 
case. Finally we discuss in detail the optimization-based rate control for multi-rate 
multicast, which is of our most interest in this thesis. 
2.1 Overlay Multicast 
Overlay Multicast has recently become a hot topic [14，15, 16, 17，18] as an 
alternative to IP multicast. Overlay multicast uses current Internet as the low level 
infrastructure to provide multicast services to end hosts. By running certain 
distributed algorithms, participants of a multicast session organize themselves into an 
overlay network. All communications are then carried out through unicast connections 
between nodes in the overlay. This offers the advantage of possible immediate 
deployment since it can utilize all the flow/congestion control facilities available in 
unicast schemes. Also since overlay multicast is built on the application layer, it can 
provide significant flexibility to satisfy heterogeneous application demands. And the 
disadvantages exist in higher delays and inefficient use of network bandwidth. Some 
packets may traverse the same link back and forth, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Overlay multicast is also referred to as end-system multicast or application-level 
multicast. 
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Figure 2.1 Multicast at different layers 
Existing overlay multicast schemes can be classified into two categories according to 
their structures: end-to-end and proxy-based. In end-to-end overlay, each participant 
of the multicast session shares the responsibility to forward data to other participants. 
End hosts self-organize into a multicast tree. Narada [15], Yoid [16] and ALMI [17] 
are examples of such a structure. Using proxy-based overlay structure, Scattercast [18] 
and Overcast [14] form a hierarchical structure compared to the flat one in end-to-end 
overlay structure. In this structure, the overlay multicast network provides services 
through a set of distributed proxy nodes, which communicate with hosts and with 
each other using standard unicast mechanisms. Also these proxy nodes forward and 
replicate data packets on behalf of the senders. In both cases, multicast node is 
defined as the member in the multicast tree. 
Here we present four representative schemes of overlay multicast to get a quick view: 
Scttercast, Overcast, Narada and ALMI. Narada and Scattercast intend to minimize 
delay for each member, while Overcast wants to maximize the available bandwidth 
for each member. ALMI strives to minimize the system cost defined by certain 
application-specific performance metric. Narada and Scattercast use a mesh-first 
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approach, in which group members are connected in a mesh first and then the 
multicast tree is built on top of this mesh. Overcast and ALMI use a tree-first 
approach in which no mesh is needed and the multicast tree is formed directly. As 
mentioned before, Narada and ALMI belong to end-to-end overlays and the other two 
are proxy-based overlays. Table 2.1 gives a summary of the comparison of these four 
schemes in their objectives and design approaches. In the following, we introduce 
these four projects very briefly and concentrate on issues about mesh initialization if 
applicable and tree buiding. Some other issues will not be detailed due to space 
limitation. 
Scattercast [18]. Scattercast is an overlay proxy-based multicast architecture. When a 
new node joins the multicast session, it bootstraps itself via a well-known list of 
rendezvous points and then relies on the gossip-style discovery algorithm to locate 
other members. When the new node encounters other members who have already 
been in the session, it selects some of them as its neighbors if they satisfy the degree 
constrains. The initial mesh is randomly formed. When performing optimization, 
latency is the primary metric considered, and based on which, the member decides to 
accept others as neighbors or to change neighbors according to a pre-defined cost 
function and threshold. A distance vector routing protocol (DVMRP) [22] is running 
on top of the mesh to build the tree. The routing metric used in the DVMRP is also 
the latency between neighbors. 
Narada [15� .Narada intends to serve small size and sparse groups such as 
audio/video conferencing. Both Narada and Scattercast use mesh-first approach with 
different mesh optimization methods. Narada assumes that the new node is able to get 
a list of current group members by some rendezvous points. It randomly chooses 
some members as its neighbors under degree constraint. The join process succeeds 
when at least one of these members accept the new member as its neighbor. After 
joining the mesh, the new member exchanges messages with its neighbors to learn 
information about other members. Every member periodically evaluates the utility of 
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adding a link to another member and deleting existing links, and makes corresponding 
decisions based on defined thresholds. The way of routing and building multicast tree 
is the same as Scattercast. 
Overcast [14�.Overcast uses tree-first approach in building multicast trees. The 
objective is to maximize the available bandwidth to the source for each member, 
potentially at the expense of increased delay. After initial contact, a new node tries to 
locate itself further away from the source without sacrificing available bandwidth to it. 
Periodically, the node evaluates the bandwidth to the source through its parent as well 
as through its siblings. If the bandwidth through any of the siblings is about as high as 
the one through the parent, that sibling will be chosen as the new parent for this node. 
In this way, the node will be located as far from the root as possible without losing 
bandwidth. 
ALMI [17]. ALMI is designed to minimize the cost of the distribution tree. The 
distribution tree in ALMI is formed as a Steiner Minimum Tree (SMT), where the 
cost of each link is the latency of the link. The operations in ALMI greatly depend on 
the central server, which collects the latency information for the entire session, 
construct a SMT, and then communicates results back to all members. Such a 
centralized control approach simplifies the routing problem compared to distributed 
approaches; however, it works well for a small group and inevitably suffers from the 
single-point failure problem. 
Project Objective Structure Approach 
Scattercast min latency proxy-based mesh-first 
Overcast max bandwidth proxy-based direct 
Narada min latency end-to-end mesh-first 
ALMI min system cost end-to-end direct 
Table 2.1 Comparison of Four Overlay Multicast Projects 
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2.2 IP Multicast Congestion Control 
IP Multicast is a technology that enables group communications in IP networks while 
preserving bandwidth in an efficient manner, especially for large groups. However, 
deployment of IP multicast on the Internet has not been as rapid as desired by the user 
community [19]. One of the reasons for such slow deployment is the lack of efficient 
multicast congestion control schemes. 
A congestion control algorithm fairly distributes network resources under various load 
and fault conditions. Congestion control for multicast applications is an active and 
important area of current research. It is far more difficult to find a counterpart of 
TCP's congestion control mechanism compared with unicast case. With 
heterogeneous receivers, multicast first presents a challenge in how to economically, 
accurately and speedily collect feedback information from them. And since a badly 
designed algorithm used by multicast can cause more damage to the network during 
congestion, it is very important for multicast congestion control to be very robust, and 
to demonstrate it will share network resources fairly with other traffic. 
First we present the elements of multicast congestion control architecture, and 
different combination of these elements constitutes different schemes. A congestion 
control scheme for multicast video possesses specific requirements for these elements. 
These requirements are discussed, along with the evaluation criteria for the 
performance of multicast video. Then we categorize the schemes we present into 
end-to-end schemes and router-supported schemes and present a number of schemes 
in these two categories. 
2.2.1 Architecture Elements of IP Multicast Congestion Control 
In this section, we present the elements that const itute multicast congestion control 
architecture. Detailed studies of these elements can be found in [29，30，31，32]. 
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Reliable Multicast vs. Real-Time Multicast — Reliable multicast is used by 
applications such as "updating software" in which accurate delivery of data is required 
and it allows acceptable delay or low throughput. While real-time multicast is used by 
applications such as video conferencing in which some packet loss can be tolerated 
for the sake of higher throughput and/or lower delay. The difference between these 
two types of multicast results in selecting different sets of the following architectural 
elements. 
Window-Based vs. Rate-Based 一 Window-based schemes use a TCP-style 
congestion window at the sender or receiver(s) to control the load they provide to the 
network. And rate-based schemes use the source's rate as the regulating parameter. 
The rate is calculated based on either a model or using a simple increase/decrease 
algorithm and is kept below a level based on some congestion feedback from the 
network. In the model-based case, the feedback represents measurements of some 
parameters that are used in model calculations. In the simple increase/ decrease case, 
the feedback acknowledges whether there is congestion in the network or not. The 
most general algorithm for increase/decrease is Additive Increase Multiplicative 
Decrease (AIMD) [33]. Most video multicast applications are rate-based. A detailed 
discussion of the difference between window-based and rate-based multicast 
congestion control can be found in [32]. 
Sender-based vs. Receiver-based — Multicast congestion control schemes can be 
classified into two categories: sender-based (single-rate) schemes and receiver-based 
(layered multi-rate) schemes. In sender-based schemes, the sender performs all the 
flow/congestion control functionality using a single stream to all receivers that receive 
the same rate. While in receiver-based schemes, the source data is sent in layers and 
receivers are then allowed to receive as many layers as they can. 
Feedback Mechanism 一 All reliable multicast applications must have a feedback 
mechanism to insure the correct delivery of congestion information. Some real-time 
schemes use feedback as well. Current multicast congestion schemes mainly rely on 
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feedback provided by the receivers. In [35, 36] the authors propose an alternative of 
relying on network Explicit Congestion Notification to provide feedback to the 
sender. 
End-To-End vs. Network-Supported 一 End-to-end schemes rely on the 
collaboration among the sender and receiver(s) and no support from network in 
needed. While network-supported ones gain support from network in the form of 
agents or special router mechanisms. Comparatively end-to-end schemes offer the 
advantage of possible immediate deployment in the best-effort Internet. 
2.2.2 Evaluation of Multicast Video 
In this section, we collect the criteria commonly used to evaluate different video 
multicast protocols. 
Dealing with Heterogeneity — This means developing a methodology that enables 
the sender to communicate with different receivers and satisfy their requirements 
simultaneously. In multicast video case, receivers may require different levels of 
quality of the video information, which translates into different rates delivered to 
them. This is called multi-rate multicast and we introduce it in detail later. 
Scalability 一 In the case of multicast video, the number of receivers is unknown to 
the sender and may grow significantly. In general, feedback mechanisms in multicast 
applications are the main source of scalability problems. 
TCP-friendliness 一 Fairness between competing protocols on the Internet is a 
serious issue and a very critical one for the robustness of the Internet. In particular, 
new protocols should prove to be TCP-friendliness before their deployment on the 
Internet. Most multicast video applications are based on UDP, which is known to be 
unfair to TCP because UDP simply does not have a congestion control mechanism. 
This implies that TCP-friendly congestion control must be provided by a protocol at a 
level higher than UDP. 
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Other Criteria 一 In addition to these criteria, there are other criteria that are 
important as well, i.e., the utilization of the available bandwidth at the receivers, 
stability of the quality of the received video, and time to converge to this stable level 
of quality at the receiver, etc. 
2.2.3 End-to-End Schemes 
In this section we divide end-to-end schemes into two categories: single-rate schemes 
and layered (multi-rate) schemes. 
Single-Rate Multicast 
In sender-based schemes, a single rate is sent to all receivers and the feedback is 
collected from receivers to change the sending rate. Different methods are proposed in 
the literature for feedback consolidation and control. We list here the main works in 
this area. 
SFC (Scalable Feedback Control) [38，39] used feedback messages from receivers 
with information on packet loss to estimate the "group" reception status. In DSG 
(Destination Set Grouping) [34] receivers are divided into sets corresponding to 
different streams (replicated by source, with different rates) and feedback is collected 
from each set so that the rate for this set is adjusted to meet its receivers' capabilities. 
PGMCC (Pragmatic General Multicast Congestion Control) [40] uses window-based 
TCP-like congestion control based on positive ACKs that are exchanged between the 
sender and a group of representatives called the ackers. An extension for 
equation-based congestion control to multicast applications was recently presented in 
[41]，which is called TFMCC (TCP-Friendly Multicast Congestion Control). This 
approach requires calculation of the round-trip time and collecting and processing 
feedback. 
Some work has been done on the optimization-based approach for single-rate 
multicast. Most proposals and studies in this area are either based on simulations or 
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based on experimental implementations. Limited attempts were made to model this 
problem analytically. In [42] congestion control for single-rate multicast is formulated 
as an optimization problem. Optimization-based work for the multi-rate (layered) case 
can be found in [5], and we present it later as part of our discussion on layered 
multicast. In [42] the authors adopt an economic theory for utility maximization to 
formulate the multicast congestion control as the problem of maximization of the 
aggregation of receivers' utility. The authors present a utility function that takes 
receivers' interests into account. While this work does not provide specific 
architectures or algorithms, it helps guide the development of these architectures and 
algorithms by linking their performance to the overall performance of the network in 
a formal manner. 
Layered Multicast 
Layered multicast is based on the ability to generate the source data in a layered 
format and to send the layers as different multicast groups. Each layer contains a 
subset of the information being sent. Receivers decide on how many layers (or 
equivalently, multicast groups) they can join using bandwidth inference techniques. 
Layers should be joined in a cumulative manner, which means joining them in order 
of their relevance. The lowest layer contains the minimum information necessary to 
achieve basic quality, and each subsequent layer provides progressive enhancement. 
So the lowest layer should be joined first. 
In the following we present a brief description of some of the proposed layered 
multicast schemes that are most commonly cited and that represent the main 
methodologies for this group of schemes. 
RLM (Receiver-driven Layered Multicast) [9] is one of the earliest proposals for 
layered multicast and it is most commonly cited. The sender sends each video layer to 
a separate IP multicast group and each receiver subscribes to a certain set of video 
layers by joining the corresponding IP multicast group. LVMR [10] is a system for 
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distributing MPEG-encoded video, which deals with heterogeneity in similar way as 
RLM and offers two major contributions to the area of layered multicast. First, it 
adjusts the video reception rate at receivers using a hierarchy of agents in the network 
that control the rate. Second, it introduces the concept of recovery using 
retransmission from designated local receivers to reduce recovery time. In an attempt 
to address the fairness issues of RLM, the authors of [45] proposed the 
Receiver-driven Layered Congestion (RLC) control protocol, a TCP-like congestion 
control scheme for multicast applications. PLM (Packet-pair Layered Multicast) [46] 
is based on the generation of packet pairs (PP) to infer the available bandwidth. In 
PLM, source packets are generated and sent in pairs and by measuring the delay 
between the two packets in subsequent pairs, receivers can infer network congestion 
status. 
In [5] the authors present a formulation of the multi-rate multicast problem as an 
optimization problem. The objective is to achieve rates that maximize the aggregated 
receiver utility in multi-rate multicast sessions. The work is targeted at finding a 
trade-off between bandwidth utilization and fairness. The authors provided two 
algorithms to solve the optimization problem. Although the work in [5] is not 
architectural in nature, the authors provided guidelines on the implementation of these 
algorithms in a real network with simulation results of testing the convergence of the 
algorithms. 
2.2.4 Router-supported Schemes 
In this section, we present multicast congestion control mechanisms that rely on 
router support. We classify these mechanisms into two categories. The first category is 
sender-based, single-rate schemes that rely on packet filtering at the router. Filtering is 
dropping packets at the routers during congestion based on some criteria such as the 
priority of the packet. The second category is multi-rate (layered) schemes that rely on 
sending the data in layers and letting routers (rather than senders or receivers) control 
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the subscription to the layers and the flow control of each layer. 
Single-Rate with Packet Filtering 
This class of schemes is usually based on an active queueing mechanism which is 
different from the normal queueing operation of the router in that it discards packets 
during congestion based on some criteria as opposed to the traditional drop tail 
strategy. For reliable multicast, these schemes are usually combined with an FEC 
technique or a local retransmission and recovery mechanism. A general framework for 
these schemes is shown in Figure 2.2 (Note that in the figure we represent higher rates 
with thicker aiTOw)s. 
Receiver 
Filtering by: 
RED,TAGS,Sequence ^ ^ ^ 
Number, diffserve 
May 
provide R ^ ^ v e r 
. feedback to Z 、 、 、 ( p ^ 
一二冗 Z 
™ Single rate Receiver 
maybe \ I p ^ 
combined \ 
with FEC \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Router 
Receiver 
Figure 2.2 Single-rate with packet filtering 
The authors in [47] present a protocol that is generally a representative of 
packet-filtering schemes. The filtering part of this protocol is based on a sequence 
number that is included in each packet. Clerget [48] presents a scheme for UDP 
multicast flow control that relies on a tag calculated at the source and included with 
the packet. Routers filter multicast flows based on this tag and drop packets that are 
below a certain threshold. A scheme that is based on a combination of Explicit 
Congestion Notification (ECN) and Random Early Detection (RED) is proposed in 
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[49]. The approach is called Efficient Congestion Avoidance Mechanism (ECAM). 
The routers detect congestion by monitoring the average queue size and act differently 
after comparing the queue size to RED's thresholds. A. Matrawy etc. [50] have 
proposed an approach for multicast congestion control that is suitable for video 
applications. In this approach the sender sends packets in one multicast session and 
marks them with different priorities. The router, based on its congestion status, will 
inform the sender via a feedback message about how congested the router's queue is 
at a certain priority level. The sender uses this information to change its rate and the 
ratio between packets marked with different priorities. 
Multi-Rate with Router Flow/Congestion Control 
In this category of schemes, the data is sent in layers. Routers manage these layers 
and keep track of receivers' subscription to the layers. In this category, the overhead 
on the routers is usually more than in the filtering approach. A general framework for 
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Figure 2.3 Multi-rate with router congestion control 
The authors of [51] proposed Receiver-Selectable Loss Priorities (RSLP) as a means 
to implement a simple two-level priority-dropping scheme at the routers. During 
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congestion, the router attached to the congested link drops packets associated with 
groups mapped as higher priority at this router. In the same fashion as in [48], the 
authors of [52] propose a scheme called Network-supported Layered Multicast 
(NLM). In NLM the sender hierarchically encodes the data into several CBR layers 
and sends all of them in a single multicast session. The layer number is included in 
the header of the packet. Receivers join a session with all its layers and it is up to the 
router to decide on how many layers to send to the receiver based on the congestion 
status of the router. Router-Assisted Layered Multicast (RALM) [53] is another 
variant of layered multicast that is based on router assistance. The basic idea of 
RALM is router-controlled suspension/retry for layered multicast. An RALM-aware 
router monitors the queue status of each of its outgoing links. If congestion is detected 
on the links, the router immediately suspends some of the current transmitted groups 
on that link temporarily. The choice of which group is suspended is based on the 
importance of the data set by the sender. Routers will try to re-activate a suspended 
group on an outgoing link when congestion is relieved on this link. 
2.2.5 Conclusion 
In this section, we have presented a survey of multicast congestion control schemes 
especially for video applications. The tree in Figure 2.4 shows a classification of the 
presented schemes. 
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Figure 2.4 Classification of multicast congestion control schemes 
2.3 Optimization-based Rate Control in IP unicast 
and multicast 
In this section we discuss optimization-based rate control in both IP unicast and 
multicast, which is the base of our work. 
Optimization-based rate control has been extensively investigated in the context of IP 
unicast and multicast. For elastic traffic sources, effective rate control is required to 
control congestion in a communication network. Elastic traffic sources are those 
which do not require a fixed rate of service and can adjust their transmission rates 
based on the congestion level of the network. Examples of elastic traffic sources 
include internet traffic sources using TCP, and sources using ABR service in ATM 
networks. 
An effective rate control strategy should ensure that traffic offered to a network by 
different traffic sources remain within the limits that the network can carry. Besides 
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ensuring stability, the rate control strategy should ensure efficient use of the network, 
and also that the network resources are allocated to the competing flows in some fair 
manner. It is therefore desirable that the rate control algorithm would steer the 
network towards a point where some measure of global fairness is maximized. 
There are many acceptable definitions of fairness, some well-known ones being 
max-min fairness, proportional fairness [43]. However, since receivers could have 
heterogeneous requirements, the same amount of bandwidth could be valued 
differently by different receivers. Therefore it is important to generalize the notions of 
fairness so that one can differentiate among receivers within the framework of 
fairness. This can be done by associating a utility function (assumed to be concave) 
with each receiver, which could be a measure of the perceived quality of audio/video, 
the user satisfaction, etc. One possible fairness objective, as advocated by Kelly in 
[43], is to allocate bandwidths such that they maximize the sum of the user utilities, 
subject to the link capacity constraints. This is also the problem that we address in 
both this section and our own work. The rate control algorithms people proposed 
achieve the optimal rates for this total user utility maximization problem. Even if all 
the utility functions are the same, it can be shown that various fairness objectives can 
be realized with the framework for different choices of the utility functions (for 
example. If all the utility functions are logarithmic and same for all users, the 
achieved rates are proportionally fair [43]). 
2.3.1 Optimization-based Rate Control for Unicast Sessions 
Here we present the problem in unicast case formally and describe some existing 
algorithms to solve this problem. 
Consider a network consisting of a set L of unidirectional links, where link I G C 
has capacity c‘. The network is shared by a set S of unicast sessions (users). Let 
e£ denote the set of links used by session seS . Also let S, eS denote the set 
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of sessions that use link leC. Session s has a minimum required transmission rate 
> 0 , and a maximum required transmission rateB^ <00. Moreover, session s is 
associated with a utility function which is assumed to be concave, 
continuous, bounded and increasing in the interval X^ Thus session s has 
a utility [/^(xJ when it is transmitting at a rate x:，where x^eX^. The objective is 
to maximize the "social welfare", i.e., sum of the utilities over all the sessions, subject 
to the link capacity constraints. The problem can be posed as: 
max ^ J 
seS 
subject to: YjXs“i \ / l e j C 
seS, 
In [7]，Low etc. propose an algorithm based on dual approach to solve the above 
problem. In this algorithm, based on the aggregate rate of traffic on the link, either 
communicated by the sources or measured, each link in the network calculated a "link 
price" of its own. Then the network (links) conveys to each user all the "link prices" 
of the links on its path and adding them together produces its "session price". Then 
the user computes a rate to maximize its own profit based on this "session price". A 
problem with the implementation of this algorithm is that the link prices (which are 
basically the dual variables) are real numbers and could vary over a wide range. This 
poses difficulty in communicating the price to end hosts using a small number of bits 
in packet header. 
In [26], Kar etc. propose an algorithm based on the primal approach. In this algorithm, 
the network communicates to the user the number of congested links on the user's 
path. On congestion, the user decreases its rate based on this network feedback; 
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Otherwise it increases its rate based on the derivative of its utility function. An 
attractive feature of this algorithm is the simplicity of both the user and network 
algorithms. Moreover, the congestion information transmitted by network to the user 
can be conveyed in only logj L +1 bits, where L is the maximum number of 
links of user's path. This implies that just one byte in the packet header is sufficient to 
carry the network congestion feedback in most networks. 
In [44], the authors suggest a randomized marking based implementation of the 
algorithm in [7], which uses only one bit to convey the congestion feedback. Here the 
single congestion indication bit is marked probabilistically and independently at each 
link on the user's path. The user then can estimate the "session price" by seeing the 
proportion of marked packets. However, the authors do not provide any proof of 
convergence. Moreover, the randomized marking policy of [44] can be applied to [26] 
too, and thus the overhead in packet header can be lessened. Initial simulations in [26] 
indicate that the primal-based algorithm also performs well with this modification. 
In [37], the authors introduce both primal and dual algorithms for this system utility 
maximization problem. However, these algorithms solve only an approximate version 
of the original problem rather than the actual problem. The authors do suggest a 
choice of price functions for which the solution provided by their algorithms can be 
made arbitrarily close to the actual solution. But this choice of price functions could 
make the link prices vary over a wide range and pose similar difficulties in practice as 
[7]. 
Another related, but different approach is proposed in [21]. In this work, the authors 
propose an additive increase-multiplicative decrease scheme for reaching the socially 
optimal solution. Here the user adjusts its rate based on the proportion of marked 
packets or end-to-end (measured) losses. However, the algorithm is presented for 
some specific utility functions, and it is not clear how to address the case of more 
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general utility functions. Also, the convergence has been proved under certain 
simplifying assumptions, some of which are not likely to hold in practice. 
2.3.2 Optimization-based Rate Control for Multi-rate Multicast 
Sessions 
Similarly, in this section we present a mathematical formulation of the problem in 
multi-rate multicast case and some existing algorithms to solve it. 
Consider a network consisting of a set C of unidirectional links, where link I G C 
has capacity q. The network is shared by a set M of multicast sessions. Multicast 
session m e M . is associated with a unique source, a set of receivers and a set of 
links specified by {s„人，LJ • Let 尺 be the set of all receivers over all multicast 
sessions. Also let 6； denote the set of receivers that use link I eC. Receiver re1Z 
is associated with a utility function where is the rate at which r 
receives data. Let and <oo be the minimum and maximum rates, 
respectively, required by receiver r . Let X^ denote the interval in which 
the receiver rate must lie. The objective is to maximize the "social welfare", 
subject to the link capacity constraints. The problem can be posed as: 
reTZ 
subject to: Z 丐 ? ^ r ^ ^ i v / e /： 
；c, \ f r e n 
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Very recently, the problem of fair allocation of resources in multi-rate multicast 
networks has received considerable attention. However, most of the research in this 
context is concerned only with the notion of max-min fairness (see [23], [24], [25]). 
Among these, [24] considers the problem of utility allocation. Whereas our objective 
is maximizing the aggregate utility, the one in [24] is to allocate the utilities fairly. 
Although utility maximization has been extensively studied within the context of 
unicast rate allocation to achieve congestion control [7, 26, 37, 44], relatively fewer 
studies approached the multicast rate allocation problem via solving a general utility 
maximization formulation, with the notable examples being [5,6]. 
It is worth noting that certain factors make the multi-rate multicast problem 
significantly different and more complex than its unicast version. In the unicast 
version of this problem, the link constraints are linear and the problem is separable, 
which is amenable to distributed solutions. While in multicast version, the problem 
contains some max functions. The max functions, besides being nonlinear, couple 
several variables together, making the problem non-separable. Moreover, the max 
functions are non-differentiable. All these factors make the problem significantly 
different from its unicast version. Obtaining a distributed and scalable solution 
becomes a challenging task. 
In [5], the authors propose a dual-based solution approach like the one used in [7] for 
the unicast case. In fact, in the special case where all the sessions are unicast, the two 
algorithms they propose reduce to the algorithm proposed in [7]. In [5], the authors 
note that the max functions are piecewise linear, and hence the constraint set can be 
replaced by a set of linear inequalities. So they propose an alternative formulation of 
the original problem by linearizing the constraint set and thus make the problem 
separable, which makes a distributed solution become possible. Moreover, in the 
solution approach in [5], a source/junction/receiver node only needs to communicate 
with its parent or children nodes. Thus the solution is scalable, and conforms with the 
existing standard. 
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In [6], the authors propose a primal-based approach like the one used in [26] for the 
unicast case. The algorithm in [6] is developed using non-differentiable optimization 
methods, particularly those based on subgradients. The motivation, derivation and 
analysis of this algorithm draw from results in subgradient optimization theory. The 
problem of non-separability (as well as non-differentiability) of the constraint 
functions can be effectively handled using subgradients. So using subgradients, the 
authors develop a simple distributed solution to the non-separable problem of 
multicast case. Comparing with the dual-based algorithm ([5]), in the primal-based 
algorithm proposed in [6], both the user and the network sub-algorithms are extremely 
simple and the overhead of communication between the network and the user is very 
low. What's more, the primal-based algorithm does not need to maintain per-session 
states at the network links. 
In [22], the authors discover properties of optimal solutions of this problem. Based on 
these properties they describe a market-based approach that achieves an optimal 
solution through a decentralized convergent iterative procedure. The market-based 
approach differs distinctly from the approaches in [5] and [6] because it adopts a 
hierarchical architecture as opposed to the flat architecture of [5] and [6], and because 
it employs a Tatonment process different from that of [5] and [6]. The key features of 
this approach includes: 1) the determination of optimal link price sharing by the 
network users; 2) the description of a market-based mechanism which achieves a 
welfare maximizing solution based on the properties of optimal link price sharing 
hierarchical architecture. 
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Algorithms 
3.1 Motivations 
In the past decade, IP multicast has been proposed to implement multicast in an 
efficient way. Although IP multicast has conceptual simplicity and various benefits, its 
deployment is not as fast as people expected. Overlay Multicast has become a hot 
topic recently and it is a good alternative for IP multicast for its feasibility and 
flexibility. 
We have briefly reviewed the rate control problem in IP multicast in Chapter 3. Our 
work is inspired by the previous work called layered multicast streaming [9] which is 
designed to implement multi-rate multicast in network layer. A stream is encoded into 
multiple layers and different users use different set of layers to recover the stream. 
Fair resource allocation in such a system is indeed accomplished by certain rate 
control mechanisms. One disadvantage is that users can only select from a discrete set 
of rate values, which brings coarse granularity to resultant rates. While in Overlay 
Multicast, data relay occurs at end hosts, which have capabilities far beyond basic 
ones like storing and forwarding. So besides the layered approach, the end host can be 
programmed to implement various kinds of end-to-end streaming adaptation 
techniques. Therefore users can select from a continuous range of rate values which 
provides finer granularity than the layered case before. Thus we are motivated to 
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investigate the optimal resource allocation problem in Overlay Multicast. Due to the 
intrinsic difference from IP multicast, we are faced with some new challenges. Details 
are described in subsequent sections. 
3.2 Problem Statement 
3.2.1 Network Model 
In this section we describe the network model and formulate the optimal resource 
allocation problem as a convex programming problem. 
Consider an overlay network formed by self-organized end hosts. It is shared by a set 
of M multicast groups (sessions). Session m has a unique source host , a set 
of receiver hosts ，and a set of overlay links L"� that forms the overlay multicast 
tree. Thus any multicast session can be represented by {Sm,R’„,LJ • Note that in our 
work, we do not address the choice of algorithm in the tree construction. Instead, our 
work is based on a ready-made tree no matter how it is built. Moreover, each 
multicast session independently executes resource allocation on its participating 
parties with necessary per-session state information stored at end hosts. So 
investigating one session's case is general enough to give us insight into the problem 
ofconcern. 
From the framework of Overlay Multicast in the last chapter, we know that an overlay 
multicast session consists of a set of unicast flows {1,2,...,F} with a 
corresponding set of receivers 7Z = {1,2,..., R}. The number of unicast flows is equal to 
the number of receivers in the tree, i.e.,F = R . Each receiver reH will specify 
its minimum and maximum required rate based on its own requirement and capability. 
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Correspondingly each flow / e ^ has a rate Xj- which lies in an 
interval Xj. = , where bj- >0, Bj. <00, b”Bj~ gR . Also, flow f is 
associated with a utility function (7,0,)，which is assumed to be strictly concave, 
bounded and continuously differentiable in the interval X^. 
Each unicast flow corresponds to an overlay link which consists of a set of underlying 
network links (note that below we will use "network link" and "link" interchangeably). 
For flow f，we use L { f ) to denote its constituent links. Assume that the multicast 
session totally has L network links, denoted by C = {1,2,...,L}. Each link / G C 
has a bandwidth capacityc,. Correspondingly, for link/, we use F{1)to denote the 
set of flows passing through it. 
3.2.2 Problem Formulation 
Our objective is to maximize the "social welfare", i.e., the aggregation of utilities over 
all flows, subject to some constraints brought about by the inherent nature of the 
overlay multicast scheme. 
One constraint is caused by the finite capacity of network link. The aggregation of 
rates over all flows in F{1) cannot exceed c^. This is also a common constraint in IP 
resource allocation problems [5，6，7，8]. 
Another constraint is due to the special relay role of end hosts in overlay multicast. 
Aside from those located as leaves in the tree, all receivers also act as senders for their 
downstream receivers. Thus a unique challenge in overlay multicast is that the 
bandwidth and data availability (data rate) of each receiver are constrained and 
heterogeneous, which further limits the data rates of its downstream receivers when it 
acts as the supplying peer. In other words, the rate of a flow cannot exceed the rate of 
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its father flow. In our work, for each flow f，we use tZj- to denote its father flow and 
C, = {/ ': n^, = / } to denote the set of its child flows in the tree. 
Bearing these in mind, it is reasonable to allocate resources (link capacities) in an 
overlay multicast session to solve the following optimization problem: 
Maximize: ( �） 
Subject to: X ^ f - ^ i V / G £ (i) 
/eF( / ) 
Xf ^ � V / G J ^ (ii) 
V / e J ^ (iii) 
To put the problem in a more standard format for nonlinear programming theory, we 
define two new matrices corresponding to constraints (i) and (ii). For (i), we define a 
binary matrix A of s i z e L x F , where a.. =1 if flow j flows through link i; 
otherwise CE.. = 0. For constraint (ii), we define a FxFmatrix B，where 
1 i = j& TT. ^ (j) 
〜 十 1 J = . 
0 otherwise 
B is used to express the data relay relationship in the tree structure. Moreover, we 
collect all the c, into a vector c，collect all the into x and collect all the Xj. 
into X . Having these new definitions, we can write our problem in a more formal 
way: 
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Problem P: 
Maximize: 
Subject to: Ax'<c (1) 
Bx'<0 (2) 
xeX (3) 
Note that in constraint (3)，X is the aggregation of a set of bounded continuous 
intervals in multi-dim space, which means Xj- can be of any real value in Xj-. In 
conventional IP multi-rate multicast using layered approach, the resultant rate can 
only be selected from a discrete set of values [5, 6，7，8]. But constraining Xj- to a 
finite number of discrete points will destroy the convexity of the problem (it becomes 
an integer programming problem), which is crucial for developing a distributed 
solution [20]. So people still use the above "convexified" formulation to compute 
rates and then round these rates to the allowed discrete levels. Such a process 
definitely reduces the precision of resultant rates. While in overlay multicast case, as 
we said, the receiver rates can be continuous. So we can obtain a precise result by 
solving the above problem. 
Now we use a simple example shown in Fmure 3.1 to illustrate the problem 
formulation. 
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Flow 2 / ^ ^ \ F l o w 1 
/ 、 
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® d X X!) 
(a) Overlay Multicast Tree (b) Corresponding Network Topology 
Fig 3.1 Overlay Multicast Example 
The overlay multicast tree structure is illustrated in (a). The tree consists of three 
unicast flows (F=3) and five physical links (L=5). Each flow consists of several links 
as illustrated using red lines in (b). The capacity of each link is marked beside the link. 
And each flow's rate ranges from l(unit of bandwidth) to the bandwidth of the link 
attached directly to the corresponding receiver. Therefore the optimization problem 
for this multicast session is: 
3 
Maximize: ^ i ^ i ) 
/=i 
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3.2.3 Algorithm Requirement 
We use rate control algorithms to solve the above optimization problem for resource 
allocation in overlay multicast. In this section we will discuss the features that are 
necessary for the proposed algorithms to be viable. 
To solve the problem directly, we have to know all receivers' utility functions and the 
complete topology information of both application-layer and network-layer. In a large 
network such as the Internet, such information is not available centrally. Thus, it is 
important to devise distributed solutions, where each receiver adapts its rate based 
only on local information and reaches the system optimum without any centralized 
coordinator. 
Another concern is the issue of scalability. A solution would not scale if, for example, 
a node in the multicast tree has to maintain some state information for all downstream 
nodes of the tree. Since the size of the tree can be very large, this might lead to 
tremendous processing/storage pressure on such a node, particularly if the node is 
close to the source. Therefore we would like to have a solution where the 
processing/storage overhead at a node (end host) in an overlay multicast tree does not 
depend significantly on the size of the session. 
Comparing to IP multicast, one of the advantages of overlay multicast is that it avoids 
any change to the existing infrastructure by transferring all functions to end hosts [18]. 
So basically our algorithm should obey such a rule and will not induce any extra 
changes. 
It is also desirable that the overhead of information exchanged (required for the 
optimization process) between end hosts is as low as possible, so that it only 
occupies a few bytes in the packet header. We should also reduce other kinds of 
overhead (discussed below) to facilitate the algorithm's deployment in a real network 
environment without appending much burden. 
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With the assumption that utility functions are strictly concave, P becomes a typical 
convex optimization problem with linear constraints. From classical optimization 
theory, such problems admit a unique solution under such an assumption [20]. Two 
popular algorithms arise from previous work: primal-based algorithm [6] and 
dual-based algorithm [5]. Based on them, below we present two kinds of algorithms 
for solving P. 
3.3 Primal-based Algorithm 
Now we present a distributed primal-based algorithm to solve the optimization 
problem P described above. The basic idea is taken from [27], where an iterative 
subgradient-based optimization method has been proposed for a general class of 
convex optimization problems. However, the optimization procedure in [27], if 
implemented in our case, would require centralized coordination, and therefore violate 
the algorithm requirement described in the last section. Our algorithm presented 
below is a modified version of the algorithm in [27] which is amenable to a 
distributed implementation and yet retains the convergence properties of the original 
algorithm. We'll also give a convergence analysis later in this section. 
3.3.1 Notations 
In this part we define some notations that will be used in this algorithm. 
A link I is said to be congested when the total traffic assigned to it exceeds its 
capacity c；. We define an indicator variable for each link to denote whether the link 
is congested or not, i.e., 
0 if I X � / 
_ I /eF(/) 
' ' | 1 if (4) 
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We will refer to the variable s, as the "link congestion indicator" for link I • 
For each flow f eT wq define a variable Cj. to indicate the number of congested 
links passed by flow / . So e, = ^ s, . 
Now we interpret 8, as the penalty to be paid by each flow using link I for 
congesting I. Then e乂 is the total penalty to be paid by f for congesting the links 
in L { f ) . Let this penalty be charged to f ’s associated receiver R{f). As we said 
before, except those located as leaves, each receiver helps its child receivers in 
relaying traffic for them, so the penalty charged to R { f ) should be split among itself 
and its children receivers. Thus for each receiver r，combined with its child receivers, 
we get a set of receivers to investigate how to split penalty among them. For the 
algorithm to work correctly, the splitting factors a , for all r in such a set should 
satisfy the following conditions: a , >0; ^ a ^ =1. Also, the splitting factor of a 
r 
receiver is zero if its receiver rate is not the same as its parent receiver in the set. 
Since the rate of the parent receiver is the maximum in this set, this implies that the 
penalty at the parent receiver is split amongst only those receivers who are receiving 
the maximum rates. Two integers {s and t) are enough to tell a receiver its shared 
penalty {s/t ) for its parent receiver. We will show the calculation of s and t in 
our algorithm description in Figure 3.2. 
Then we can define a variable 尸,for each flow f ej^. P, is the final penalty 
charged to R { f ) after calculations illustrated in Figure 2. We will refer to P, as 
"flow congestion penalty". 
Aside from the congestion penalty, for each flow, we define another penalty Rf 
which is defined as: 
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J l X 广 〜 
I f 冗f 
We will refer to Rf as the “data availability penalty". 
3.3.2 An Iterative Algorithm 
The algorithm we propose here is an iterative optimization algorithm. Before we 
describe the algorithm, consider two positive sequences {«„} and {/?„} with the 
following properties: 
00 
l i m a = 0 y 仪”二① 
n—co ^^ 
lim/?„=0 f j „ = � (6) 
n=\ 
l i n A = 0 
"—CO Pn 
Now look at an iterative procedure to solve problem P, where x � p, the receiver rate of 
flow f at the nth step, is updated as below. 
义 广 ) A G P / ) + (7) 
Here f.l ^  denotes a projection onto the set X � . 
JA7 J 
Also note that the rate update procedure described above inherently assumes that the 
function Uj- is differentiable in Xj. . This, in general, is not necessary. If 
does not exist at some point Xj-eXj., it can be replaced by a subgradient of 
Uj- at Xj.. 
The iterative rate update procedure, stated above, has a simple intuitive interpretation. 
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In the procedure, the receiver rate of a flow is increased according to the derivative of 
the flow's utility function, while it is decreased according to the flow's "flow 
congestion penalty" and "data availability penalty". That's to say, when any of the 
links on its path or its father flow's path is congested, or its rate exceeds its father 
flow's rate, the flow backs off by decreasing its rate. 
As we will show in next section, the step-sizes and p’�need to satisfy (6) for 
the algorithm to have guaranteed convergence. Note that (6) roughly implies that the 
increment of the rate of a flow needs to be (asymptotically) much smaller as 
compared to the decrement. 
We generalize our algorithm for links and flows in Figure 3.2. Here links and flows 
act like processors in a distributed computation system. 
3.3.3 Convergence Analysis 
Now we investigate the convergence properties of the algorithm outlined in Figure 
3.3.3.1 Assumptions 
In the convergence analysis, we make similar assumptions as in [26] on the problem 
P. 
Assumption 1: (Feasibility) The problem P is feasible, i.e. ^ bj- <c, for all I e C 
feF(l) 
and bj. < 5 �f o r all /，tLj. G F{1). Note that in a special case when = 0 for all 
/ G ^ , the feasibility assumption is satisfied. Thus an optimal solution to P exists, 
although it may not be unique. 
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Link /，s algorithm: 
Receive JC, from all flows in F{1)； 
[0 if X^/ 
feF{l) 
Update congestion indication Si'.Sf = < ； 
1 if 
/e 厂(/) 
Send Si back to all flows it received rates from. 
Flow f，s algorithm: 
Receive s^ from all links in L(f)； 
Receive rates from father flow and children flows; 
Receive assigned part of denoted in 5 ,t : P^=s It \ 
Update penalty and Rj~: 
s = sW Y,…； 
l e L ( f ) 
Compare its rate with children's to decide: t = t^  [(number of children flow 
whose rate is equal with it) +1]; 
Update Pj.=s/t', 
Send s,t 's value to those children flow counted in t ； 
Update Rf =人 ； 
, [ 0 
Update receiver rate xf'^ = [ 4 " ) + CcJJ�(x(/))-(尸)"）+ R�;�)]々； 
Send jc^'^'^o all links in L ( f ) \ 
Send ；c^ +^i) to its father flow and children flows. 
Fig 3.2 link and flow algorithms (primal-based) 
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Assumption 2: (Bounded Slope) For every / G JT, Uj. <U'j-{x^)<A^ \/Xj. G XJ. 
where and Ay <00. 
If Uf is non-differentiable in Xj. (i.e., [ / �d o e s not exist at all points in X w e 
will assume that Assumption 2 holds for all subgradients of t / , in X , . 
Now we state some convergence results under various conditions of the step-sizes. 
Also, we give complementary explanations for why these results still hold in our 
algorithm. 
3.3.3.2 Convergence with various step-sizes 
Let X* denote the set of optimal solutions of P. Let U{x)= ^ U^{Xj.) be the 
overall utility and U*be the corresponding optimal value. Thus U* =U(x*) for any 
X* GX* . For the iterative procedure (7) and with the step-sizes satisfying (6), 
Theorem 1 in [26] states that = 0, where p{x,Y) = mm y x-y 
w—>00 , 
denote the Euclidean distance of a point x from any compact set Y. 
If the step-sizes are constant, we cannot guarantee convergence to the optimum in the 
sense stated in Theorem 1. However, it is possible to show a slightly weaker result, as 
stated in Theorem 2 in [26]. It says that with constant step-sizes the resultant rates 
can converge to the neighborhood of the optimal rates. 
3.3.3.3 Theorem Explanations 
The proof for the above two theorems are given in [26]. Our work has a similar form 
and reasoning as theirs except for some different constraints specific to overlay 
multicast. We will investigate these constraints and show that the above theorems still 
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hold in our case. 
One is the "congestion penalty" P,. The difference lies in how to divide a flow's 
(node's) Pj- ( s^ ) amongst its child flows (nodes). In previous work [26], for 
implementation simplicity, a node r just transmits to one of the child nodes 
who have similar rates with r . The authors also claim that how e^  is divided has no 
effect on the convergence nature of the algorithm [26]. In our work, P, has the same 
role as s^  and we divide P, evenly in those flows involved, so this does not ruin 
the convergence properties proved before. 
Another is the “data availability penalty" R^ we introduce to our algorithm 
corresponding to constraint (2) in problem P. In such a primal-based algorithm, this is 
the best and simplest way we can find to satisfy such a constraint. What we do is to 
gradually tighten the constraint, i.e., at each step, if Rj~ =1, flow f will decrease its 
rate by the amount of step-size. With very small or diminishing step-sizes such 
enforcement will not distort resultant receiver rates a lot. Otherwise, if we remove 
the Rj^  part from the algorithm and enforce the data rate constraint to resultant rates, 
there will be great deviation from the optimal solution. (We will verify this in a 
Chapter 4.) 
In summary, the new elements brought by overlay multicast do not influence the 
original algorithm's convergence properties. This ensures that the above theorems still 
apply to our algorithm. 
3.4 Dual-based Algorithm 
Now we present a dual-based algorithm to solve the optimization problem P. Since 
problem P is separable, dual methods provide attractive approaches for obtaining 
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distributed solutions (see Chp. 6 of [20]). Our algorithm below is mainly based on the 
work in [5] concerning optimal resource allocation in IP multicast. 
3.4.1 The Dual Problem 
Let Pi be the dual variable ("price") associated with link constraint (2) for link / G £ . 
We call p, the link price. Let qj. be the dual variable ("price") associated with data 
rate constraint (3) for flow f e . We call qj. the relay price. Also let ；r乂 denote 
flow f ’s father flow and C", denote f ’s children flow set. Let p = (/?,,/ e and 
q ={qf , f e T ) be the price vectors. 
The lagrangian for problem P is 
二 Z!"/(々）-Z!p/(Z!以 / / •^/―c/)- E ^f ' ( S ^ / 7 - ^ / “ ^ ) … 
f&T leC f^T r^T f^T 
二 U/C^/) 一 Z ! ^fYaPi^if " S ^ / Z qf�bf�f+YjPiCi 
feT /e:F leC /e^ /'ejr /G£ 
Note that we have defined X to be the aggregation of a set of bounded continuous 
intervals in multi-dim space, i.e. xe X. The dual of the problem P is: 
P'： min D{p,q) (9) 
p,q>0 
where the dual objective function D(p,q) is given as : 
D(p, q) = ma_x L{x, p, q) (10) 
x&X 
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二 厂 / "*、 
Thus we can calculate each flow's rate x. from letting ~~ = 0，i.e. 
dxj-
则 f , 秘 = 咖 - Z M / - z q r b . f = 0 
C-^/ /g£ /'eJT 
According to the definition of matrix A and B, a,, = l if flow f flows through 
link I ， bj-.j- = 1 when f = f Slk^ ^(j) and b厂=-\ when f =兀厂.Thus we 
can simplify the above expression 
For flow f , we define P, = ^ p, as flow price and Qf=qf- X � / ' as data 
' e L ( f ) f'eCf 
price. Then we can derive the expression as followed: 
= (11) 
Substituting (11) into (10) and (8)，we have 
D(P, {x^ (A g)) - ! > / (A 豹 * (户/ + 2 / ) + Pi^i (12) 
/ e j r feT leC 
As these expressions show, the problem of finding x to maximize the Lagrangian 
L(x,p,q) can be decomposed into separate flow optimization problems for each flow 
f ^T. Such decomposition is possible due to the separable nature of the problem P. 
Note that in order to calculate its receiver rate , flow f only needs to know the 
link price of the links it flows through and the relay price of its child flows. Thus 
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such a solution approach is distributed in nature. 
3.4.2 Subgradient Algorithm 
The subgradient algorithm we propose here is based on the subgradient method 
developed by N. Z. Shor, among others.(see [28] (Chap. 2) for a detailed discussion 
on this method). In our problem, since we assume that Uj- is strictly concave, 
D{p,q) is continuously difFerentiable and its gradient exists. Without loss of 
generality, we use the subgradient algorithm here in case that D{p,q) is not 
differentiable. So the components of the gradient VD at {p,q) are obtained as 
叫 p , = � / - Z 
where VD and VD ^^  are the components of VD for p, and q^ respectively, 
and XJ.{p,q)aie such that they attain the maximum in Equation (12). Now applying 
the gradient projection method with a constant step-size a， the price update 
procedures at the n th step becomes 
/ T 丨 对 ; E � ( A 刃 - ( 1 3 ) 
f^m 
於+1)=[《}") 引 - 孙 ] + (14) 
Combining (10),(13),(14), the dual-based algorithm for solving P is completely 
illustrated in Figure 3.3. From this we discover some new practical meanings 
contained in this algorithm. 
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Link /，s algorithm: 
Receive x , from all flows in F{1)； 
Update link price ；？广*) = [/?广）+«( ^ ^f(P^)-)]+ ； 
Send back to all flows it received rates from. 
Flow f，s algorithm: 
Receive 厂广‘+” from all links in L(f)； 
Receive rates from its father flow; 
Receive rates from children flows / ’ e C , ; 
Upda teyZowpnce P 广 ) = ^ P；""^ ； 
l€L(/) 
Update relay price 於+” = [q^p + q) - x^^ (p , ^))],； 
For each flow f ' e C j -
Compute relay price q�广、=[q^p + (p, q) -x八吞,歹))]+ 
Update data price 0"+” = q(广-X "广> ； 
Update receiver rate ；4"+丨）=[t/}—丨)（尸广丨）+ 0"+丨)）]�； 
Figure 3.3 link and flow algorithms (dual-based) 
3.4.3 Interpretation of the Prices 
Up to now, we have defined four prices in dual-based algorithm: p, (link price), 
qj. {relay price), Pj. {flow price), Q^ {data price). 
The interpretation of p, is straightforward. As noted in [5], p, can be interpreted 
as the "congestion price" of link I. Note that at optimality, from Kuhn-Tucker 
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conditions, p, >Q if and only if ^ Xj. =c,. Therefore, at optimality，the price of 
/eF(/) 
an uncongested link is zero. 
Now we interpret � .I t is called relay price because we can interpret it as the price a 
flow pays to its father flow for relaying traffic to it. From the father flow's view, this 
price can be deemed as its reward for helping relaying traffic for its children flows. 
Pj. and Qf are both defined for flow f . 
Pf = Z Pi, which means P, of flow f is equal to the sum of link price over 
l e U f ) 
links in L { f ) . Intuitively P^ can be interpreted as the "congestion price" for a flow 
f，i.e., the cost f has to pay for the congestion it caused on associated links. 
Q f = q f - ^ qj-,，which means Q^ for flow f is equal to the relay cost paid to its 
father minus the relay awards obtained from its child flows. Given q^ ’s 
interpretation, we can interpret as the net expense of flow f while handling 
data relay relationships. 
3.4.4 Convergence Analysis 
In the convergence analysis, we make similar assumptions on the problem P with 
those in the primal-based algorithm, (refer to 3.3.3) 
This dual-based algorithm is derived strictly along the dual-based procedure to solve 
such a convex programming problem. With the assumption that the utility functions 
Uj- are increasing, twice continuously differentiable and strictly concave in the 
interval X ” i.e., - U ; � x / } 2 厂,> 0，we can borrow Theorem 4 in [5] to use here. 
The theorem states that as long as the step-size a satisfies some constraint, the 
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sequence of vectors =(又j")，/ e T^ converges to the unique optimal solution of 
problem P. Therefore the convergence properties of our dual-based algorithm can be 
explained in a similar way as in [5]. 
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4.1 Motivations 
As we can see, our algorithms presented in Chapter 3 treat each flow and link as 
individual entity which has capabilities of executing many tasks including computing 
and communicating, etc. For example, in primal-based algorithm, a link should be 
able to measure its congestion level and transmit it to a set of flows, while a flow has 
to decide its "flow congestion penalty", "data availability penalty", update its rate and 
transmit the rate to associated links and flows. None of these exists in current Internet. 
Furthermore, our work is based on application layer multicast, which can be easily 
deployed without changing underlying infrastructure. So we cannot assume that links 
(associated routers) have the additional computing and communicating abilities other 
than provided by current Internet. Overlay multicast is constructed and maintained by 
cooperation of participating end hosts, so in our protocol all the operations assumed to 
be handled by links and flows are pushed to end hosts. 
4.2 Protocols 
Two algorithms have been proposed in Chapter 3，i.e., primal-based algorithm and 
dual-based algorithm. The essential difference between them is: in primal-based 
algorithm rates vary gradually and shadow prices are given as functions of the rates; 
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while in dual-based algorithm shadow prices vary gradually and rates are given as 
functions of the prices. Put into overlay layer environment, the protocol we design for 
these algorithms should be based on the exchange of messages between end hosts, 
which leads to an equilibrium state of the whole system. Before introducing the 
protocols, we define some useful notations first. 
4.2.1 Notations 
In order to push all necessary operations to end hosts, we should find suitable hosts to 
manage flows and links in above-proposed algorithms. Thus for each flow f ej^ 
and each link le C we define delegate hosts FHj. and LHi respectively. Then 
the optimal resource allocation in overlay multicast is achieved through 
communicating messages among these hosts. 
From link I，s algorithm in both algorithms, we can see that I needs to communicate 
with all flows in F{1) . Therefore, LHj should store a set of hosts 
C{l) = {FH^:feFil)}. 
Similarly, from flow f ’s algorithm in both algorithms, we can see that f needs to 
communicate with its father flow and children flows. So FHj- should store a set of 
hosts R { f ) = {FHf,: f ' = 7rj-or / , e C, }. Also, f needs to send its rate to a set 
of hosts P { f ) = {LH,: / G L{f)} to help them update corresponding link's price 
information. 
4.2.2 Protocol for primal-based algorithm 
From above statements, we can see that each delegate host for flows or links need to 
communicate with sets of other hosts. First we define three kinds of messages 
circulated in the protocol. Note that in real implementation, these control messages 
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can be sent as separate packets or conveyed through a field in ordinary data packets. 
FRU (Flow Rate Update) : A flow f ’s delegate host FH^ will send FRU 
messages to hosts in P { f ) and {F / / , , : / ’ = . The message contains these 
fields: /，XJ.. 
FRP (Flow Rate & Penalty): A flow f ’s delegate host FHj. will send FRP 
messages to hosts in {FH厂:/' e C^}. The message contains these fields: /， x ” 
s, t. 
LCU (Link Congestion Update): A link /，s delegate host LH! will send LCU 
messages to hosts in C(/). The message contains these fields: I, s,. 
The protocol runs in a time-varying asynchronous network environment, so we cannot 
take everything as ideal as in algorithms. Take link's algorithm for example, a link I 
updates its congestion indicator after receiving rates from all flows in F{1). In the 
protocol, if we force the link delegate not to update until receiving FRU messages 
from all hosts in C(/)，deadlock is very likely to happen due to the varying network 
conditions such as the available bandwidth of links. To ensure a smooth process in the 
protocol, we create some tables in end hosts to store information collected from these 
messages and let hosts do updates periodically using these stored information. 
Therefore in case that some messages cannot arrive in time for the update, we can 
query suitable table entries to get the information of last round to use. Since it is an 
iterative process, such alternative will not influence the final result and may only 
reduce the convergence rate a bit. 
For a host FH^, it has three tables named 丄7} (Link Table)， FT} (Father Table), 
CI) (Child Table). Their items are illustrated in Table 4.1. 
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• 1 
Liy : totally L { f ) entries, entry i: 
/(link i ) f . (congestion indication of link i ) LH. (delegate of liiik i ) 
FTf : only one entry 
s t 
y . ( # o f TTj-) Xj (rate of TTj-) FHj (delegate of ；r,) 
C T , : totally | | { / ' : / ' G entries, entry k : 
/ c (#o f / • ) Xk (rate o f / ’ ) FH^ (delegate of / ’ ） 
Table 4.1 Tables in flow's delegate host (primal-based) 
For a host 乙， i t has only one table named RT] (Rate Table), whose items are 
shown in Table 4.2. 
RT,: totally | |F(/)| | entries, entry i: 
/(flow i)�(rate of flow i) FH^ (delegate of flow i) 
Table 4.2 Table in link's delegate host (primal-based) 
In order to create such tables in end hosts, information such as F{1), ! ( / ) , rtj. 
and C, has to be known at first. In an overlay multicast tree structure, every node 
has knowledge of its father node and children nodes, so FT and CT are easy to build. 
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And L { f ) can be derived from F{1) if there's a central database to store F{1) for 
all the links. 
So here we choose a centralized approach, where the server collects the physical links 
information from all flows and then construct the database accordingly. For each flow, 
we assume that it can get its underlying links information by using existing network 
tools such as traceroute. And each receiver updates its corresponding flow route 
information when it joins, leaves the multicast session or its underlying path is 
changed. We can periodically investigate the path to see whether an update is needed. 
Considering the case that most routes in current Internet is relatively stable, the update 
overhead is very small. 
So the server will number each flow upon its joining and store its route information. 
Before the rate control process begins, the server collects all F{1) s, deduce all 
L { f ) s and then number all the links. Then the server assigns delegates for all flows 
and links and then fills corresponding entries in above tables. 
Consider an end host h which is delegate of both flow f and link I. As FHj., h 
needs to communicate with hosts in P{f) and R{f). While as LH,, h needs to 
communicate with hosts in C(/). So when assigning delegates, the messaging 
overhead can be reduced if the intersection set among P ( / ) , R{f) and C(/) is 
maximized by properly choosing FHj- and LHj. Intuitively, either f，s sender or 
receiver can be designated as FH^ for its uniqueness, and we use receiver in our 
protocol. While selecting LH,, we obey two principles: 1) LH^ e C(/). 2) If I is 
the only access link of host h to connect to the Internet, also h G C(/) then 
LHi=h. 
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When updating ，link I ’s delegate LH, needs to know I 's available bandwidth. 
We assume that the available bandwidth of physical links can be measured by network 
tools such as pathchar and pathrate, in an end-to-end manner. Since L//, is also the 
delegate of some flow f e F{1), it can use these tools to get available bandwidth for 
all the links in L { f ) although we only need the one for /. 
We present the protocol of primal-based algorithm in Figure 4.4. L{h) denotes the 
set of links that host h delegates and F{h) denotes the set of flows that h 
delegates. 
End host h 
On receiving a FRU: 
Read f，Xj. fields, use f as index, query all CT and RT, update x , in corresponding 
entries; 
On receiving a FRP: 
Read / ， X j . ,tn ,n fields, use f as index, query all FT, update x^ ,m 
corresponding entries; 
On receiving a LCU: 
Read I , £, fields, use I as index, query all LT, update in corresponding entries; 
Periodically： ( n th iterative step) 
For V / G L{h) 
Consult 7^ 7；，get the rates and delegate hosts for all flows / e F{1)； 
[O if ! > / � / 
Update � ) = 二('） ； 
1 if X广 Ci 
I f^ni) 
Send LCU to all delegate hosts in RT^, with the fields / ， ； 
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For V / G F{h) 
Consult LTF，FTF and CTJ-； 





Compare ； "^―丨）with the rate in FT) 
if 丨) >々） 
else 
R(/)=0 
Update rate x ? = + a „ U ) ) - (P；"^  + R^" 
Send FRU to delegates in LT^ and FT^ with fields /，太乂‘）； 
Send FRP to delegates in CTJ. with fields / ’ xj-"^  , s \ V . 
Figure 4.4 Protocol of primal-based algorithm 
4.2.3 Protocol for dual-based algorithm 
In this subsection, we present the protocol for dual-based algorithm. The framework is 
similar with the above protocol for primal-based algorithm except the different 
messages and tables. 
We define two messages as below. 
FRU (Flow Rate Update) : A flow /，s delegate host FHwill send FRU 
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messages to hosts in P { f ) and R{f). The message contains these fields: f， 
乂 r 
LPU (Link Price Update): A link I，s delegate host 丄 w i l l send LPU messages to 
hosts in C(/). The message contains these fields: I, p,. 
Correspondingly, tables are defined as illustrated in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. 
For a host FH” it has two tables named LTj- (Link Table) and RT^ (Relative 
Table), Their items are illustrated in Tab.3. 
LTj.: totally | |L( / ) | | entries, entry / : 
/(link / ) (link price of link i) L//,. (delegate of link i) 
RTj.: totally \\Rif)\\ entries, entry j 
_/(f low j ) ~ (rate of flow j ) F//^. (delegate of flow j ) 
Table 4.3 Tables in flow's delegate host (dual-based) 
For a host LH,，it has only one table named FT] (Rate Table), whose items are 
shown in Tab.4. 
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： ： ： 沾 , , . 、 、 ' 细 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( : ” ： 、 、 .  一 
.r： I I • 
FTj: totally F{1) entries, entry i: 
r w X. (rate of flow i) FH^ (delegate of flow i ) 
' : . . • ! • * • 
:t : . . 讓 濯 圓 : : : : … 
Table 4.4 Table in link's delegate host (dual-based) 
We present the protocol of dual-based algorithm in Figure 4.5. 
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End host h 
On receiving a FRU: 
Read f，Xj- fields, use f as index, query all FT and RT, update Xj- in corresponding 
entries; 
On receiving a LPU: 
Read I, p, fields, use I as index, query all LT, update Pi in corresponding entries; 
Periodically: (n th iterative step) 
For V/ e L{h) 
Consult FT,, get the rates and delegate hosts for all flows / e F{1)； 
Update link p r i c e = [/?广丨)+«( ^ •丨)—)]+ ； 
fem 
Send LPU to all delegate hosts in FT]，with the fields I, ； 
For V / e F{h) 
Consult LTj-, get the link prices and delegate hosts for all liiiks / G L{f)； 
Update flow price P)") = Yu ; 
leLif) 
Consult RTj. ’ get the rates and delegate hosts for f ’s father and children flows; 
Update relay price q'p = [ 《 广 ) ; 
Update q�p for each / ’ e C , : 办 ) = [ q ^ + aix^'；：'^ - 4"-”)]+ ； 
Update data price =於+” - X ； 
AC, 
Update rate x f = [ U ” ( / f ) + 0 " ) ) ] � 
Send FRU to delegates in LTj. and RTj. with fields f ,X�广. 
Figure 4.5 Protocol of dual-based algorithm 
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4.3 Performance Evaluation 
In Chapter 3，we have explained the convergence properties of the algorithms. Next 
we will study our protocols' performance, including convergence properties and 
various overheads, through simulation experiments carried out in an asynchronous 
time-varying environment. Also, we will evaluate primal-based and dual-based 
protocols comparatively to show their pros and cons. 
4.3.1 Simulation Setup 
We use the Boston BRITE topology generator to setup our experimental network. 
BRITE provides eight different generation models, and here we choose the top-down 
hierarchical topology model. The two-level hierarchical topologies are in accordance 
to the two level routing hierarchy that has persisted in the Internet since ARPANET 
evolved into a network of networks interconnecting multiple autonomous systems. 
Figure 4.6 depicts the structure of the hierarchical topology we use in simulation. 
AS-Level Topology 
^ ^ ^ — — — A S node 
⑩ 
End Host I \ Z - ^ ' T ^ 
U 翻 
Router-level O O / 
Topologies \ 乂 
Figure 4.6 Simulation Topology 
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We set 10 nodes in the AS-level topology and each AS node corresponds to a 
router-level topology consisting of 100 nodes. So there are totally 1000 nodes in our 
simulation. In an overlay multicast session, each overlay node in the tree is an end 
host connected to a single router. The bandwidths of all links are uniformly distributed 
10 and 100Mbps. 
We run a single overlay multicast session on this experimental network. The multicast 
tree is shown in Figure 4.7. The number besides each overlay link denotes 
corresponding flow number. The tree is constructed as follows. We randomly select 10 
router-level nodes delegating connected end hosts and assign one of them as the 
server node (node 0). For all the 10 nodes, node degree (maximum number of children 
it can have) is set to 4. Initially, node 1 joins the session and attaches to node 0 in the 
overlay multicast tree. Note that we use the most general shortest-path routing in 
finding paths. In every 42 seconds thereafter, a new node joins the session. Each new 
node attaches itself to one of the existing multicast nodes which is closest to the new 
node in terms of hop numbers. Certainly, during the process, the node degree 
constraints cannot be violated. 
6 5 
Figure 4.7 Experimental Overlay Multicast Tree 
In our simulations, for each flow /，w e let its utility function U^{Xj.) to be 
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ln(x,) with its minimum and maximum rates being 1Mbps and 42Mbps. Taking 
various factors into account, including trans-coding techniques, computing 
complexities and communicating overhead in end hosts, we let each flow's delegate 
host update the flow's rate every 1 second in all the simulations. What's more, we will 
refer to primal-based protocol as Protocol A and dual-based protocol as Protocol B in 
later sections for brevity. 
4.3.2 Rate Convergence Properties 
Protocol A: 
According to the constraints (4)-(6) for step-sizes ex’, and , if not specified, we 
will use c^,,=丄，P„ = - \= in our simulation as default. Figure 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) 
“ n “ yjn 
show the (achieved) receiver rates of flow 1 and flow 5 along with the theoretical 
optimal rates (these two flows are chosen arbitrarily, and the curves of other receiver 
rates also exhibit a similar trend). The rates are plotted every 1 second, which is also 
the time interval between successive rate updates at end hosts. Note that the sudden 
changes in the optimal rates in 8(a) and 8(b) are due to the arrival or departure of 
some flows. These flows share some links with the flow we plot, so when they arrive 
or depart, the congestion level on these links will change and thus cause changes on 
plotted rate. The figures demonstrate that the computed flow rates track the optimal 
rates closely even as the optimal rates change. 
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Figure 4.8 Convergence of Flow rates (Protocol A) 
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Observe that in the plots in Figure 4.8, the computed rates do not exactly converge to 
the optimal rates, but fluctuate rapidly, remaining close to the optimal rates. So our 
protocol responds well to dynamic group membership. And the fluctuations can be 
explained as follows. When the total traffic is close to the link capacity, the link 
congestion indicator fluctuates between 0 and 1，as can be expected from intuition. 
This causes the flow congestion penalty to fluctuate too, causing rate fluctuations like 
those seen in Figure 4.8. 
Recall that in Chapter 4 we stated that due to the non-differentiability of the problem 
we need step-sizes close to zero in order to guarantee exact convergence. If the 
step-sizes is constant, but small, then we can only guarantee that our algorithm 
achieves rates that are close-to-optimal. Now we investigate the effect of constant 
step-sizes « , , = « ， p . As we discussed in Chapter 3，constant step-sizes can 
also lead to convergence results, but not as precise as diminishing step-sizes. Figure 
4.9 shows the plots of flow 1，s receiver rates for four different sets of values of a , p . 
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Figure 4.9 Effect of (Protocol A) 
Comparing these figures, we observe that as expected, larger values of a and p 
lead to faster convergence. And using constant step-sizes may result in some deviation 
from the optimal value, as stated before in theory. The deviation becomes worse when 
the step-sizes are set larger, especially when p increases. However, there is a 
tradeoff involved here, since making a，P large also makes the rate fluctuations 
(around the optimal values) larger. In practice, if we use constant step-sizes, we would 
like to have large step-sizes initially (to ensure fast convergence) and small step-sizes 
later (to reduce fluctuations when the rates are close to the optimal values). 
B. Protocol B 
If not specified, we will use a = 0.0005 in our simulation as default. All the settings 
are similar with those in Protocol A. Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the receiver 
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Figure 4.10 Convergence of Flow Rates (Protocol B) 
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rates of flow 1 and flow 5 along with the optimal rates. 
Similar with Protocol A, we can see that the computed rates track the optimal rates 
closely even as the optimal rates change (due to the arrival of other receivers). 
Comparing with Protocol A, the resultant rates exhibit stability rather than 
fluctuations. This is because, after reaching the optimal rate value, the link prices and 
relay prices remain unchanged, so do the flow prices and data prices, thus the rate 
value holds the optimal line. Furthermore, seen from Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.10, 
Protocol B produces more precise results than Protocol A. This is decided by the 
corresponding algorithms' features. Dual-based algorithm is very strict in its 
derivation while we use some approximate elements in primal-based algorithm for 
simplicity reasons, e.g., the Rj. ’s part in x,，s computation. 
Then we investigate the effect of step-size a . Figure 4.11 show plots of flow 1 ’s 
receiver rates for three different values of a . 
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Comparing these plots in Figure 4.11, we see that smaller values of a leads to faster 
convergence but does not affect the resultant rate's value. They all converge to the 
optimal rate precisely. 
4.3.3 Data Rate Constraint 
A special constrain (constraint (2)) in overlay multicast is added to the optimization 
problem P. Both primal-based and dual-based algorithms include this constraint using 
indicator signals or price signals. 
Another way of thinking is to get rid of constraint (2) in problem P and add it at last 
after solving problem P. Then the problem becomes a unicast optimal resource 
allocation problem. Correspondingly those signals representing this constraint are 
removed from both algorithms. The resultant flow rates are then adjusted so that their 
rates are no higher than their father flow rates. 
Here we compare these two cases: with (overlay-multicast-based) or without 
(unicast-based) the data rate constraint in problems and algorithms. The resultant flow 
rates are listed in Table 4.5 for both cases. 
Rate(Mbps) ；^丨 文丄 x^ x^ x^ x^ x^ 
Overlay 4.2282 11.3407 4.2282 4.2282 2.6788 11.3407 2.6788 2.6788 2.6788 
multicast 
Unicast 4.2284 11.3407 4.2285 4.2278 2.6787 14.3227 2.6787 2.6792 2.6787 
(4.2284) (2.6787) 
Table 4.5 Flow Rates in Overlay-Multicast-based mechanism and Unicast-based mechanism 
9 
The aggregate utilities in overlay-multicast-based mechanism is = 13.1434. 
/=i 
In unicast-based mechanism, after adjusting the rates according to constraint (2)， 
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9 
I ln(;c,) = 12.1515. We can see that unicast-based mechanism is sub-optimal to 
i=\ 
overlay-multicast-based mechanism in maximizing aggregate utilities, which is also 
the objective of problem P. So we discuss overlay-multicast-based protocols in our 
thesis. 
4.3.4 Link Measurement Overhead 
In both Protocol A and Protocol B, involved links' available bandwidths need to be 
measured periodically. Such tasks are put on delegate end hosts. Now we discuss the 
overhead of these tasks. We plot the number of links a multicast tree session contains 
in Figure 4.12 with varied d. Here d refers to the node degree constraint in tree 
building. We investigate the effect of three different d : d = 2\ = d 二①. 
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Figure 4.12 Link Measurement Overhead 
Figure 4.12 shows that the number of links grows sub-linearly along with the 
expansion of the multicast session. The reason can be explained as follows. Given a 
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fixed amount of network links, more links are shared by different flows when more 
and more flows join in the session. It is also shown that the number of links decrease 
along with the increase of d . This is because some receivers cannot be child nodes of 
their closest neighbor nodes in session because of the degree constraint. When the 
degree constraint is relaxed, these receivers can then stream from the closest 
neighbors, thus the lengths (number of links) of corresponding flows can be 
decreased. 
We use receiver-based scheme in our work. So each flow has its own delegate host 
and the number of receivers is equal to the number of flows in the multicast session. 
Figure 4.13 shows the number of links per flow in a session, which can be also 
considered as the link measurement overhead per host. 
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Figure 4.13 Link Measurement Overhead Per Flow 
Figure 4.13 shows that the number of links per flow decreases with the increase of 
session size. This is consistent with the convexity of the plots in Figure 4.12. This 
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shows our protocols' scalability in link measurement overhead. Similar with Figure 
4.12，larger d，smaller number of links per flow. 
4.3.5 Communication Overhead 
Both protocol A and protocol B uses communicating messages between end hosts to 
achieve the global equilibrium, so the communication overhead is another concern of 
us. As we see in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11, different selected step-sizes may 
influence the convergence rate of the protocols. Thus we have no knowledge about 
how many iteration steps are needed before reaching the equilibrium. So we 
investigate the communication overhead, in other words, the number of messages 
communicated, in one iteration step here. Figure 4.14 plots the number of messages in 
one iteration along with the number of flows in a session. Similar with 4.3.4, we 
investigate the effect of three different d : d = 2\ d = \Q\ d =oo 
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Figure 4.14 Communication Overhead 
Fimire 4.14 shows that increasing d results in more messages in one iteration. This 
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can be explained as follows. Increasing d can reduce the number of links in a 
session, which results in less link update messages. However, as d increases, more 
and more flows start to share some links, especially those near to the sender node. As 
our protocols describe, exchanging messages are needed among the flows that share a 
single link. We use receiver-based scheme, so different flow has different delegate 
host. From this observation, increasing d will result in more communicating 
messages among these hosts. In summary, increasing d has two opposite impact on 
resultant number of messages. And Figure 4.14 shows that the negative effect gains 
the leading role. 
Similar with 4.3.4， Figure 4.15 shows the number of messages per flow in an 
iteration, which can be also considered as the communication overhead per host. 
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Figure 4.15 Communication Overhead Per Flow 
Figure 4.15 shows that the number of messages per flow decreases with the increase 
of session size and tends to be stable in large sessions. This again shows our 
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protocols' scalability in the aspect of communication overhead. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion Remarks and Future 
Work 
This thesis proposes a new paradigm for solving the problem of congestion control in 
multicast service in Internet with the use of overlay networks and addresses some 
design issues. We propose solution approaches to address the new challenges in 
overlay multicast rate control problem, which make the solutions totally different 
from previous ones, although using similar approaches. We then implement these 
approaches in protocols based on coordination of end hosts. Our simulations show the 
scalability and efficiency of our protocols. 
There are several related issues that need to be investigated further. Note that all the 
convergence results presented in this thesis are for synchronous updates. Although the 
algorithms converge to the optimal rates in all of our simulations carried out in 
asynchronous environments, derivation of a formal proof of convergence for that case 
is an interesting problem from the theoretical point of view. Also note that in the 
algorithms, we use a server node to collect the route information for all flows, 
however, other distributed mechanisms will also work here, which we consider 
complementary work to this thesis. 
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